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A cross-sectional evaluation of meditation
experience on electroencephalography data
by artificial neural network and support vector
machine classifiers
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Abstract
To quantitate the meditation experience is a subjective and complex issue because it is confounded by many factors such as
emotional state, method of meditation, and personal physical condition. In this study, we propose a strategy with a cross-sectional
analysis to evaluate the meditation experience with 2 artificial intelligence techniques: artificial neural network and support vector
machine. Within this analysis system, 3 features of the electroencephalography alpha spectrum and variant normalizing scaling are
manipulated as the evaluating variables for the detection of accuracy. Thereafter, by modulating the sliding window (the period of the
analyzed data) and shifting interval of the window (the time interval to shift the analyzed data), the effect of immediate analysis for the 2
methods is compared. This analysis system is performed on 3 meditation groups, categorizing their meditation experiences in 10-
year intervals from novice to junior and to senior. After an exhausted calculation and cross-validation across all variables, the high
accuracy rate>98% is achievable under the criterion of 0.5-minute sliding window and 2seconds shifting interval for both methods.
In a word, the minimum analyzable data length is 0.5minute and the minimum recognizable temporal resolution is 2seconds in the
decision of meditative classification. Our proposed classifier of the meditation experience promotes a rapid evaluation system to
distinguish meditation experience and a beneficial utilization of artificial techniques for the big-data analysis.

Abbreviations: Ĵ = junior experienced group in prediction, N̂ = novice group in prediction, Ŝ = senior experienced group in
prediction , ANN= artificial neural network, CART= classification and regression tree, EEG= electroencephalography, F= frequency
of the main peak, J = junior experienced group, M =mean power, N = novice group, N1 = data normalized to unit length, N10 = data
normalized to the range of [0,10], P = amplitude of the main peak, PCA = principal component analysis, R = raw data, S = senior
experienced group, SCG algorithm = Scaled Conjugate Gradient algorithm, sint = shifting interval, SVM = support vector machine,
wsize = window size.
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1. Introduction

In recent decades, meditation has been considered to be an
effective alternative and complementary therapy to alleviate
stress-associated psychosomatic syndromes.[1] Substantial evi-
dence has revealed that meditation can be used for counteracting
cardiovascular diseases,[2] stress,[3,4] and mental illness.[4]

Researchers have consistently demonstrated that long-term
meditation can improve emotional stability,[5–9] meaning that a
person is able to remain stable and calm even under stressful
circumstances. To assess the effect of meditation on improving
health, electroencephalography (EEG) is used to record the
electric-physiological responses of the brain. Previous studies
showed that responses to emotional loads between experienced
and novice meditators are different according to the results of
psychological questionnaires[10] and EEG examination.[5,7,8] In
addition, to further understand what the effect is between
different meditation experiences, the psychological and physio-
logical responses are tested.[7] Recently, the artificial intelligence
system has successfully evaluated the meditation experience
through the responses to emotional loads.[8] However, to assess
the responses to emotional loads, the participants need to take
time and be examined by numerous emotional stimuli. If the
performance of meditation can be assessed immediately from the
mental response duringmeditation, it would be helpful to observe
the induced mind state of meditation and to give the level of
meditating depth as a feedback to the participants. By doing so,
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an evaluator of meditation experience provides information for
anyone who wants to practice meditation to improve mental
health.
To understand how and where such practice may alter the

mind state and induce a lasting after-effect, recognizing possible
variations in EEG response to meditation practice is important
because the transitional state of mind is dynamic even though
a man is at rest.[11] The performance between experienced
meditator and novice is varying by the type of meditation
tradition, the year of practice, and alpha blocking effect. During
concentrative meditation, a type of meditation approach, recent
studies point out that novice and experienced meditators show
similar reactions, that is, domination of low-frequency compo-
nents in EEG.[7] However, although previous studies have
demonstrated that meditators increase alpha power (the power of
alpha spectrum) during meditation,[11–13] the influence of alpha
power would be distorted by the action of eye movement (open
and closed), the so-called alpha blocking effect. The alpha
blocking effect would affect the proportion of alpha frequency in
the EEG while closed eyes of the subjects are open. Even if the
interaction between alpha power and alpha blocking effect exists,
as some research indicates, it is advocated that experienced
meditators produce lower mean frequency[14,15] and less alpha
blocking effect from their EEG measurement.[16,17] To distin-
guish the effect of these factors, spectrum features and alpha
blocking effect should take into account the process of data
analysis. Of alpha spectrum features, the mean power of alpha
band, the amplitude of the main peak, and the frequency of the
main peak are regarded as usefully associated features, indicating
differences between meditation experiences.[14–17] Given this
consideration of features, it would be possible to improve the
speed of analysis of the meditation experience if the features
of experienced meditators can be prominently extracted from
meditative state.
Next to a better understanding of meditation characteristics, a

suitable system for data analysis will facilitate the accuracy of
feature recognition. To date, artificial intelligence techniques
with a supervised learning model have commonly been used as
classifiers to categorize a big-data or to analyze a mix-up data
with a nonlinear combination. These classifiers include decision
trees,[18]k-nearest neighbor method,[19] artificial neural networks
(ANNs),[20–22] and support vector machine (SVM).[23–25] Of
these methods, ANN and SVM are commonly used to solve either
linear or nonlinear discrimination between groups. SVM decides
a linear boundary between groups through finding a maximum
margin on a hyper plane where the data are projected based on
their features. Some studies indicate that SVM is suitable for
solving more complex problems, for example, the data with
multiple dimensions, such as the development of brain-computer
interfaces with word communication,[25] fast filtering of
compound libraries in bioinformation analysis,[23] and emotional
assessment of healthcare applications.[24] However, the perfor-
mance of SVM is influenced by normalization of scale among
variables with the varying range of values because the
distribution of multivariate data in the feature space is not
proportionally scaled and it might restrict the recognizable
distance between variables.[26] As for another self-learning
technique, ANN creates a computational environment which is
plausible to the neural system of human beings. By repeatedly
adjusting the connection weight among neurons with a set of
training data, which is the key procedure in ANN structure, the
ANNwill build up a suitable network for classifying information
at the output node for the testing data. ANN is comprehensively
2

applied to medical science for cancer diagnosis by feature
recognition, image registration by tracking markers among
different modalities, and neural behavior simulation by simulat-
ing the connectivity and function at special areas of the
brain.[20–22]

Although the mechanism of meditation effect on neurological
changes is implicit, studies about change of mind state and lasting
after-effect are emerging via neuroelectric and neuroimging
method. In our previous studies, the descriptive characteristics of
meditation were tested with statistic comparison[7] and the after-
effect ofmeditation was also evaluatedwith the emotional picture
stimulation.[3] Therefore, in this study, we are eager to promote a
discriminating system for effectively classifying the expertise
level of meditators. To provide a system with rapid analysis, we
applied SVM and ANN to the classification of meditation
experience and tested some specific factors, including the
characters of EEG response and operating parameters of the
classifier. To identify the meditation experience, features of
meditation are extracted from the alpha band (8–12Hz) of the
analyzed EEG spectrum. Three features of the spectrum are
pinpointed: mean power of alpha band (M), the amplitude of the
main peak (P), and frequency of the main peak (F). In addition,
considering the alpha blocking effect, both open-eyed and close-
eyed conditions are considered to be baseline references.
Afterward, SVM and ANN are applied to these featured datasets
individually and finalize the conclusion about the classification of
meditation. As far as we know, this study is the first one to touch
on the prompt evaluation of meditation experience and to take
multiple features into account in an analysis system at the same
time.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Participants

The study is approved by an institutional review board of
Kaohsiung Medical University Chung-Ho Memorial Hospital
(Protocol Number: KMUH-IRB-980185). All participants were
informed about the ethics statement and signed an informed
consent before entering this study.
Thirty participants were invited to join this experiment and

their information is shown in Table 1. The participants were
divided into the following 3 groups. Ten participants with 10 to
30 years of experience (mean=17.10 years, standard deviation
[SD]=8.80 years) of Tibetan Nyingmapa meditation were
grouped as a senior experienced group and marked as “S.”
Another 10 meditators with 1 to 7 years of experience (mean=
6.00 years, SD=4.47 years) of the same meditation approach
were grouped as a junior experienced group and marked as “J.”
All meditators were recruited from an association of Tibetan
Nyingmapa (Tibetan Nyingmapa Kathok Buddhist Organiza-
tion, Tainan, Taiwan).The novice group, marked “N,” includes
the remaining 10 participants with no experience in any kind of
meditation, which was recruited in the community. As shown in
Table 1, it was indicated that the significant difference is in the
experience of meditation (F2,27=23.2, P<0.05) but not in age
(F2,27=0.7, P=0.5). To maintain the meditation state, all
participants were asked to use a focused breathing method by
counting 1 to 4 silently at the speed of 1second, alternatively
during inhaling and exhaling. The meditation of focused
breathing is the most common and basic form of concentrative
meditation.[12,27] The novice participants were trained to
perform focused breathing and practice the skill for 2hours



Table 1

Demographic information of participants.

N J S F value
∗

Sex (F/M) 7/3 5/5 3/7 �
Age, y† 54.00±9.42 49.10±6.42 54.50±15.38 0.71
Experience, y 0 6.00±4.47 17.10±8.80 23.19‡

J= junior group, N=novice group, S= senior group.
∗
Group statistic test: 1-way analysis of variance test.

† (mean± standard deviation).
‡ Statistics significance at false positive rate of a=0.05.
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before the experiment day. The participants are all free from any
disease that could cause autonomic nerve system dysfunction,
including cardiac, pulmonary, metabolic, and any other
applicable disease. In addition, all of them are medication-free
and none are habitual drinkers or smokers. They were asked not
to consume caffeine or alcoholic beverages for 12hours and not
to exercise 24hours before the experiment, and they are also
asked to refrain from eating and drinking anything for at least
3hours before the experiment.

2.2. Physiological signal acquisition

EEG signals are acquired from 6 electrode placements (i.e., F3, F4,
C3, C4,O1, andO2, according to the standard 10–20 system) and
2 reference electrodes are attached to the earlobes (i.e., A1, A2)
(Fig. 1A). These areas are adopted from other reviewed studies,[11]

which indicated that higher response to meditation is detected
around these areas. The impedance of each electrode is constrained
<10kV. EEG data are recorded by the Nicolet Clinical EEG
acquiring system with a 250-Hz sampling rate. The artifacts,
including the influence of an eye blink, body movements, and
power line, are eliminated before further analyzing EEG signals.
Slowwave artifacts causedbybodymovement and eyeblinking are
filtered by digital high-pass filter with cutoff frequency at 4
Hz.[28,29] Subsequently, signals are filtered by a digital band-pass
filter (4–70Hz), and a digital notch filter is applied at 60Hz to
remove external noise caused by power line output.

2.3. Experiment protocol

The experimental procedure is composed of initial baseline and
meditation sessions, as shown in Figure 1B. The initial baseline
Figure 1. The experimental setting. (A) Electroencephalography signals are acquir
tasks. (B) The assigned tasks include 3 parts in the experiment. In “Baseline,” the on
close-eyedmovement for 4 cycles. In the “Meditation” session, the participants are a
the “Rest” session.

3

session consists of four 60-second blocks of ongoing activity with
a counterbalanced random sequential of 30-second open-eyed
and 30-second close-eyed movements in each block. In the
meditation session, the participants are asked to practice
meditation (focused breathing method) for 5minutes, 3 times
with 2-minute rest between each meditation period after the
baseline session and informed the instructor through speaker
before each transition of trial. During the experimental process,
EEG signals of participants are measured.
2.4. Data preprocessing

To understand how the factors affect the immediacy of the
evaluation, this study accents the effect of factor selection on the
accuracy of classification of meditation experience. After artifact
is removed and filtered from raw EEG data, these data were
segmented in pieces by moving a window size (wsize, the interval
size of the analyzed data) subsequently by a step size of shifting
interval (sint). The data within window size calculated the
spectrum information and then dynamically moved to next
window along with a step of shifting interval. The decision of
window size and shifting interval masters the speed of calculation
and accuracy of classification in an analysis system. Ideally, a
small wsize and long sint are appropriate to create an
environment of prompt analysis wherein a short responsive time
and high accuracy are approached. However, these 2 parameters
are always dependent on the characteristics of data. For
multivariate data, the bigger size of window might add the
information of analyzed data, but might compensate the details
because feature’s calculation is usually presented through data
averaging. Besides, shorter shifting interval would decently
ed at 6 areas through electrode leads while participant proceeds the assigned
going activity is acquired by a counterbalanced random order of open-eyed and
sked to practice a focused breathing approach, and stay in a conscious state in
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Figure 2. The demonstration of spectrum features. The spectrum features,
amplitude of main peak (P), frequency of main peak (F), and mean power of
alpha band (M) are demonstrated by the changed spectrums compared to the
basic open-eyed condition from 1 participant.
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present the tendency of data during the process, but it might take
more computation time because of more segments of datasets.
Therefore, for the first trial in this new analysis system, we
adjusted these 2 parameters in a sequence of combination. Five
different window sizes (0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5minutes) and 5 different
shifting intervals (2, 4, 8, 16, 30seconds) were used on the data of
meditation to test the performance of the classifiers (25 wsize-
and-sint combinations in total). Afterward, for each combina-
tion, the averaged spectrum for a specific session (i.e., rest or
meditation) is calculated, and this spectrum is used to determine
features of extraction for analysis system.
2.5. Feature extraction

The frequency band of interest is analyzed in the zone of alpha
spectrum (8–12Hz) suggested by past studies,[7,11–13] which
illustrated that alpha power of meditators was increased during
meditation. In the process of meditating, more alpha power and
lower mean frequency were observed in the experienced
meditators than in the novice meditators. Therefore, indices of
spectrum, mean power (M), amplitude of the main peak (P), and
frequency of the main peak (F) in alpha band are nominated to be
analyzed features.
Moreover, considering the effect of alpha blocking on alpha

spectrum,[16,17] both open-eyed and close-eyed periods were
considered to be reference conditions for calculating the changed
alpha power. Hence, the indices of spectrum were obtained from
a changed alpha spectrum for each reference condition. Taking
one subject’s spectrum as an example (Fig. 2), the indices of
spectrum, M, P, and F are identified from the changed spectrums
compared with the open-eyed condition. This power of spectrum
was obtained from the EEG signal after fast Fourier transforms
under one of the above wsize-and-sint conditions (0.5minute
wsize and 2second sint).
In summary, each channel was given 6 features (3 indices of

spectrum�2 baseline conditions), so there were 36 features (3
indices of spectrum�2 baseline conditions�6 channels) in total
as input features for each wsize-and-sint combination.
4

2.6. Feature scaling

To correct the characteristic variation among different types of
feature, scaling the values of features is needed. For example, the
original numerical range of mean power (M) and amplitude of
the main peak (P) is from 0 to 1000, whereas the frequency range
of main peak (F) is from 8 to 12. Considering the influence of
feature scaling on the performance of classifiers, especially for
SVM technique, 3 different scaling modifications are tested: the
raw data (R), the data normalized to unit length (N1), and the
data normalized to the range of [0,10] (N10).

2.7. ANN structure

The multilayer feed-forward neural networks were used to
classify the meditation experience level from the EEG responses
while the subject is in meditation. Thirty-six input datasets (3
indices of the spectrum�2 baseline conditions�6 channels) and
3 output categories (Ŝ, Ĵ, and �N) were set in ANN, whereas the
data were normalized in a specific scaling. The multilayer feed-
forward neural networks are built by the neural network toolbox
in MATrix LABoratory, The MathWorks, Inc.
In ANN, the number of hidden nodes in the hidden layer is

decided by the principal component analysis (PCA). Herein, we
apply PCA for the assessment of data deviation because
overestimated or underestimated number of node affects the
coefficient balance between layers. A proper assessment of node
number can reserve enough data information from input layer
and thus facilitates the convergence of classification in the output
layer. Figure S1 (Supplemental Digital Content 1, http://links.
lww.com/MD/B643) illustrates the distribution of Eigen value,
and the sum of the first 5 Eigen values contains almost all data
capacity (>99%). Hence, the 5 hidden nodes chosen in the
hidden layer are proper to interpret the variety of data during
classifying meditation experience.
Besides, for the training of network learning, the scaled

conjugate gradient algorithm (SCG algorithm) is utilized.[30] This
algorithm used the second-order approximation as the schema of
network learning and that helps decrease phenomena of local
minimal and avoiding time consuming line-search per learning
iteration. The activation function of the hidden andoutput layers is
a soft max function (an extension of normalized exponential
function),which transforms the output value of eachnode between
0 and 1. The output of the ANNwas determined on the basis of the
maximum probability after the datawent through the nodes. If the
input data were extracted from the senior experienced meditators
(S), the desired valuewas set as [1 0 0] and the datawill be assigned
to a group Ŝ. If the input data were extracted from the junior
experienced meditators (J), the desired value was set as [0 1 0] and
the data will be assigned to a group Ĵ. If the input data were
extracted from the novice participants (N), the desired value was
set as [0 0 1] and the data will be assigned to group �N.
To examine the performance of ANN on the meditation

experience, the datasets were divided into a training set and a
testing set. The training sets randomly selected 70% of the
participants from the data pool, and the remaining 30%were for
the testing set. These training data were set to go through the
training procedure every time by SCG learning process. The
neural network stops training when a minimum error is<0.0001
or maximum iterative number is >20000. To evaluate the
reproducibility of classification, an average outcome of 100
repeated runs is summarized by accuracy rate (in percentage) and
confusion matrix (a contingency table of classes between actual
class and predicted class) in the “Result” part.
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2.8. SVM

SVM attempts to decide a functional margin to group data by
transforming the input data onto a higher-dimensional space
where the separation of 2 class sets can be achieved by a linear
separation.[31] When the 36 features are entered into SVM, the
SVM algorithm will find the largest distance between the decided
hyperplane and the edge of the data. This circumstance implies
that if themargin is larger, the generalization error of the classifier
will be less unbiased. Thus, SVM can make an identifying region
to classify the data.
During the procedure of SVM,[2] a set of instance-label pairs

(xi,yi), i=1, . . . ,l is assumed, where xi∊ℜ is the input data, l is the
number of data items, and yi∊(1,-1) denotes the class label of xi.
To decide the hyperplane, the SVM has to solve the following
optimization problem to minimize the generalization error of the
classifier, as shown in Eq. (1).

minw;b;j
1
2
wTwþ C

X1
i¼1

ji

 !

yi wTf xið Þ þ b
� �

≥ 1� ji; ji ≥ 0

ð1Þ

Where w is a vector orthogonal to the hyperplane <w,b>; C
refers to the penalty factor (C> 0), and ji and b refer to the
error terms. Here, xi is mapped into a higher-dimensional space
through the transfer function (ø) where xi is possible to assign
to a group by a linear separation in a transformed feature
space. ø is constructed in the kernel function, K(xi,xj)
≡ø(xi)Tø(xj). Of several common-used kernel functions, radial
basis function (RBF), K(xi,xj) ≡exp(-g‖xi-xj‖2), g > 0, shows
better accuracy rate especially in the nonlinear problem. In this
study, 3 kinds of kernel functions were tested, and the results
indicated that the RBF obtains the highest classification
accuracy in our data. Therefore, the RBF is selected for the
presentation in results.
The performance of SVM depends on the kernel’s param-

eters, g, and penalty factor C. The penalty factor C and kernel
parameter g are set using a grid search with cross-validation.
Various pairs of (C,g) values are tested, in which C is searched
from 2–2 to 22 and g is searched from 2–5 to 2–1. According to
the Table-S1 (Supplemental Digital Content 2, http://links.lww.
com/MD/B644), the one with the best validation accuracy
rate is picked, namely (C, g)= (21, 2–4) in an extreme case
of the wsize-and-sint combination, 2.5-minute wsize and
2-second sint.
A strategy to solve a multiclass classification problem is the

one-against-one method, which gives good results.[32] This
method builds k(k-1)/2 machines, and each of the machines is
trained to determine 2 different classes of total k classes. After the
processing of each machine, a conjoint outcome is concluded
with k classes. Similar to ANN, 100 repeated runs are performed
to evaluate the reproducibility of classification. In this study, the
algorithm adapted from the LIBSVM library implements the one-
against-one strategy to classify the 3 types of meditator.
3. Results

The performances of the classifiers, ANN and SVM, are
illustrated with different feature scalings (N10, N1 and Raw) at
first and further explored the characteristics of feature types
(channels and indices of the spectrum) under a given scaling
condition. All results are demonstrated with the accuracy rate in
total 25 wsize-and-sint combinations.
5

3.1. Influence of feature scaling

The influence of feature scaling on the performance of classifiers
is tested by normalizing raw data into different scaling ranges
(N10, N1, and Raw). Here, bubble plot is used to demonstrate the
performance of accuracy rate for each discussed factors. All
presented rings are in gray, referring to a specific scaling range,
and the radius of the circle is subjected to the accuracy rate in
percentage. A “Full” ring which indicates 100% full-score of
accuracy rate is set as the reference. Figure 3A indicates that ANN
is less affected by scaling ranges of data, and thus the 3 rings of
accuracy rate with variant scaling in this analysis system are close
to one another (the accuracy rate ranges from 80% to 99%).
However, in the SVM case, the results show 3 rings deviate from
each other in Figure 3B, which implies that SVM is highly
sensitive to the numerical range of data. The accuracy rate of
SVMdrops to 30% (in average) under the raw data situation, and
it increases from 72% to 98%when the data are normalized from
N1 to N10. The best performance of classifiers is observed at N10,
the accuracy rate ranging from 80% to 99% across 25
combinations. Although this phenomenon does not mean that
larger the scaling range of data the higher the accuracy rate would
gain from SVM, it does express a fact that SVM’s performance is
affected by scaling of data. Given the fluctuation of accuracy rate
among scaling ranges, SVM had better be harnessed in the proper
scaling range. To understand the derivation among different
feature type, the following result is discussed under the data
normalized in N10.

3.2. Influence of spatial location and spectrum features

The spatial location of measurement, EEG channels (F3, F4, C3,
C4, O1, O2), and indices of the spectrum (M, P, and F) are 2
important factors in the performance of classification because
they would affect the stability of system computation because of
the characteristics of input variables associated with meditation
experience.[11–17] The below result of the accuracy rate as to each
feature type is presented under N10 condition.
3.3. Differentiation in the channel location

Each channel acquires the local electronic signals of the brain area
around the electrode (about 2–3cm in radius). The influence of
location on the performance of classifiers is assessed with 4
subareas, including frontal-middle part of the brain (F3, F4, C3,
C4); middle-occipital part of the brain (C3, C4, O1, O2); frontal-
occipital part of the brain (F3, F4, O1, O2); and all central parts
of the brain (F3, F4, C3, C4, O1, O2). The accuracy rate of ANN
ranges from 80% to 97% across the first 3 channel situations and
the accuracy rate reaches the maximum value (99%) when all
channels are used in the last case. A consistent variation among
subarea selections is 2% on average across all wsize-and-sint
combinations as shown in Figure 4A. This phenomenon
manifests that signals vary from different brain areas in which
the accuracy rate is being affected but not a lot. As for SVM, the
accuracy rate ranges from 83% to 99% of these 4 subarea
selections. As demonstrated in Figure 4B, the results show
consistent accuracy rates in SVM among channel selections
across 25 wsize-and-sint combinations. This outcome implies
that ANN and SVM might not be affected by the electrode
locations, or at least for these 6 areas. Again, to objectively assess
the deviation among indices of the spectrum, all channel data are
used for the following evaluation.
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Figure 4. The presentation of accuracy rate for variant spatial areas under N10

scaling. The spatial location of detected area is shown in circles for (A) artificial
neural network and (B) support vector machine, presented with accuracy
rate. Within each graph, different combinations of electroencephalography
channels are demonstrated in FC combination in light gray area (referring to
F3, F4, C3, C4), CO combination in dark gray area (referring to C3, C4, O1, O2),
FO combination in black area (referring to F3, F4, O1, O2) and FCO
combination in extra-light gray area (referring to all channels, F3, F4, C3, C4,
O1, O2). Here, 100% of accuracy rate is denoted as “Full” with a dark line.

Figure 3. The presentation of accuracy rate for different scaling criteria. The
different scaling criteria are shown in circles of different colors for (A) artificial
neural network and (B) support vector machine, presented with accuracy rate.
Within each graph, different levels of normalization scaling are demonstrated in
N10 (in light gray area), N1 (in dark gray area), and Raw (in black area). Here,
100% of accuracy rate is denoted as “Full” with a dark line.

Lee et al. Medicine (2017) 96:16 Medicine
3.4. Selection in the indices of spectrum

Given the influence of spectrum on the performance of classifiers,
3 combinations of indices of the spectrum are considered. The
first combination uses only the mean power of alpha band (M).
The second one is the combination of amplitude and frequency of
the main peak (referred to “PF”), and the third one covers all
indices of the spectrum (denoted “MPF”). In ANN (seen in
Fig. 5A)), the accuracy rate ranges from 93% to 98% using only
“M” across all 25 wsize-and-sint combinations, from 88% to
97% for “PF,” and in the last situation from 83% to 99% using
all indices of the spectrum (MPF). As for SVM (shown in Fig. 5B),
the range of accuracy rate is from 95% to 100% using only “M”

across all 25 period-and-time combinations, from 96% to 99%
for “PF,” and from 81% to 99% using all indices of the spectrum
(MPF). To further depict the variation of accuracy rate among
indices of the spectrum, a profile across wsizes at 2-secind sint is
shown in Figure 5C andD for ANN and SVM, respectively. From
6

the result, ANN expresses larger impact on the selection of
spectral features while the sint is shortened to 2seconds. Under
such circumstances, selecting all indices of the spectrum would
compensate this fluctuation of the signal. On the contrary, SVM
seems inert to the change of indicators and maintains the
accuracy rate >97% in a case of short sint (2 seconds in this
demonstration). It has been noted that ANN gains higher
accuracy with increasing signal features. However, more
indicators might narrow down the decision margin in SVM,
and create bias in the boundary between the groups.

3.5. Influence of wsize-and-sint combinations

According to Figures 3–5, if the wsize is longer and the sint is
shorter, then there would be a higher accuracy rate. For a further



Figure 5. The presentation of accuracy rate for varying features of alpha spectrum under N10 scaling. The effect of spectrum feature is shown in circles for (A)
artificial neural network and (B) support vector machine and their profiles of 2-sec sint acrosswsize are presented in (c) and (d) respectively, presentedwith accuracy
rate. Within each graph, different combinations of spectrum indicator are demonstrated with mean power in alpha band (M) (in light gray area), combination of
amplitude of main peak (P) and frequency of main peak (F) (in dark gray area), and combination of whole spectrum indictors (in black area). Here, 100% of accuracy
rate is denoted as “Full” with thin dark line.
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dissection among 25 period-and-time combinations, normalized
data (in N10) with all channels and all spectral indices are
analyzed by ANN and the accuracy rate is presented in Table 2A.
In this table, the accuracy rate decreases from 98.02% to 82.66%
across a series of sint (from 2 to 30seconds), which is fixed at 0.5-
min wsize, and for other wsizes the decrease tendency is very
similar. However, the accuracy rate decreases from 98.02% to
97.47% across a series of wsize s, while whereas sint is fixed at 2
seconds and similar outcomes happen in other sints. Of these
values, the highest statistics (99.05%±1.49%) happened at the
combination of 2-second sint and 1.5-minute wsize.
However, a detailed list for the same normalized data (in N10)

with all channels and only the “M” indicator of the spectrum is
presented for SVM in Table 2(B). We only select the “M”

indicator as the demonstration here because the “M” indicator
gained a highest accuracy rate in Figure 5D. A similar tendency is
shown as the outcome in Table 2(A). However, the possibility of
a 100% accuracy rate is frequent in the SVM analysis system.
7

Thereafter, the highest accuracy rate (100%±0%) happened at
updating times less than 8seconds and at wsize s >1.5 minutes.
3.6. Statistical testing between groups

Given the conditional analysis of the variant features, we
obtained a temporal resolution at the combination of 2-second
sint and 1.5-minute wsize for immediate analysis on meditation
experience. Therefore, the all-in-all comparison of the 36 features
(2 levels of baseline correction for eye open-and-close, 3 levels of
indicators of the spectrum, and 6 levels of EEG channels) can be
tested individually under N10 scaling. One-way analysis of
variance analysis is used to check the differences between groups
for each feature following the post-hoc analysis with 2-sample
t test. The histogram distributions and the testing outcome with
P value were presented in Fig-S2 (Supplemental Digital Content
3, http://links.lww.com/MD/B643) and Table 3. All P values are
shown with corrected value after multiple comparisons. Our

http://links.lww.com/MD/B643
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Table 2

The performance of accuracy rate in 2methods underN10 scaling. The detail of accuracy rate acrosswhole combinations ofwsize and sint
is presented for (A) ANNwith all spectrum features and channels in the calculation and (B) SVMwithmean power of alpha and channels in
the calculation. Here, the highlighted area shows the best combination where the highest accuracy rate is performed.

(A)

Accuracy rate (mean±s.e., %)

wsize, min
sint, s

2 4 8 16 30

0.5 98.02±7.46 96.81±7.17 93.65±4.96 88.78±3.45 82.66±6.39
1.0 98.67±2.31 97.65±3.58 95.19±3.82 92.73±2.60 84.81±10.56
1.5 99.05±1.49 97.60±7.05 97.03±2.36 94.18±4.00 88.99±4.96
2.0 98.37±2.21 97.11±6.82 96.33±7.19 94.56±3.60 90.20±5.03
2.5 97.47±7.77 98.10±2.22 96.55±5.69 94.14±7.72 89.64±7.00

(B)

Accuracy rate (mean±s.e., %)

wsize, min
sint, s

2 4 8 16 30

0.5 99.86±0.06 99.60±0.16 99.19±0.30 98.03±0.67 95.81±0.97
1.0 100.00±0.01 99.97±0.04 99.90±0.11 99.63±0.34 98.42±0.93
1.5 100.00±0.00 100.00±0.01 99.93±0.12 99.79±0.23 99.31±0.75
2.0 100.00±0.00 100.00±0.00 100.00±0.00 99.93±0.17 99.49±0.60
2.5 100.00±0.00 100.00±0.00 100.00±0.00 99.97±0.13 99.50±0.77

N10=data normalized to the range of [0,10], s.e= standard error, sint= shifting interval, wsize=window size.
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results manifest some remarks for EEG channel in the occipital
area, the feature of the amplitude, and the baseline correction
based on the close-eyed signals.
3.7. The evaluation of classifiers

In 100 runs, histograms present the predicting accuracy rate of
meditation experience (S, J, andN groups) of ANN and SVMand
they also illustrate the deviations when data are normalized under
N10, N1, or raw condition. In Figure 6, all histograms are
compared under the situation of a combination of 1.5-minute
wsize and 2-second sint, which was suggested in Table 2. In this
figure, it pragmatically manifests the advantages and weaknesses
between 2 classifiers. ANN illustrates high accuracy rates
consistently across groups and different normalization condi-
tions. Of course, it also exposes its intrinsic weakness about the
erroneous prediction caused by local minimum calculation
(happening in 2 or 3 events in 100 runs). Compared to ANN,
SVM expresses a full prediction rate after data are normalized in
N10. However, SVM still needs to choose a proper scaling range
or otherwise its intrinsic disadvantage would ruin the predicting
accuracy rate as shown in the Fig. 6E and F. Again, this figure
supports the result in Figure 3wherein the performance of SVM is
severely affected by scaling of normalization.
Furthermore, a summary of confusion matrix from the N10

result of ANN is presented to see the performance in groups in
Table 4. Higher than 98% of the true-positive rate is achieved for
each group’s classification in 100 runs and <0.8% of false-
positive rate is detected for misclassification, that is, 0.57% and
0.45%of the senior experiencedmeditators are assigned to junior
and novice groups, respectively; 0.32% and 0.33% of junior
experienced meditators are assigned to senior and novice
groups, respectively; 0.77% and 0.40% of novice meditators
are assigned to senior and junior groups, respectively. Owing to a
full prediction of classification for SVM under the situation of
1.5-minute wsize and 2-second sint, the results of SVM are
omitted. In brief, SVM shows 100% of the true-positive rate and
8

0% of false-positive rate at classification under such a specific
circumstance.
4. Discussion

The technique of machine-based classifier has emerged compre-
hensively in past decades, especially for the analysis of big data or
complex nonlinear problems.[20–25] However, to our knowledge,
we did not find other publications mentioning the associated issue
about the instant categorizing analysis of the meditation
experience. In this study, ANN and SVM were applied to
develop a classification system regarding meditation experience
through analyzing the participant’s EEG response, which is
acquired while the participant practices meditation. The inferred
outcome shows that themeditation experience can be successfully
classified according to the features extracted from the changed
alpha spectrum at the meditating state.
Undoubtedly, any analytic system has its own limitation,

whichmight be constrained by data type or amount of variability.
There is no comprehensive method that can solve all situations in
classifying groups. In our previous research,[7] the statistical
information on physiological responses is integrated into
distinguishing the difference between groups while participants
are tested with both emotional stimuli and meditation. Further-
more, automatic classifiers of meditation experience are utilized
to verify the characteristics of a meditator through analyzing
physiological responses under emotional stimuli.[8] Although the
outcomes illustrate consistent finding across our studies, the
discrimination of the meditation experience is not easily decided
based on a linear classifier such as classification and regression
tree (CART) or a supervised learning method such as SVM.[8] It is
common to indicate that the performance of SVM is highly
related to the type of feature owing to scaling or unit difference.
As shown in the Figure 3B and Figure 6F, because variant units
and scaling among frequency, amplitude, and power of spectrum
polarize the distribution of data, they cause missclassification up
to 60% on average for SVM. Yet, after a proper normalization of



Table 3

Statistical test for 36 features between groups with 1-way analysis of variance under N10 scaling.

indices of spectrum

EEG locations P-oe F-oe M-oe P-ce F-ce M-ce

F3 ∼1.00† 0.30† ∼1.00† .02†,
∗

0.82† ∼1.00†

∼1.00‡ 0.12‡ ∼1.00‡ .71‡ ∼1.00‡ ∼1.00‡

∼1.00x ∼1.00x 0.84x <.005x,
∗∗∗

∼1.00x ∼1.00x

∼1.00jj 0.38jj ∼1.00jj .12jj 0.33jj ∼1.00jj

F4 <.01†,
∗∗

∼1.00† ∼1.00† <.005†,
∗∗∗

<0.005†,
∗∗∗

0.55†

∼1.00‡ ∼1.00‡ ∼1.00‡ .45‡ ∼1.00‡ 0.54‡

<.01x,
∗∗

0.94x ∼1.00x <.005x,
∗∗∗

<0.005x,
∗∗∗

∼1.00x

<.01jj,
∗∗

∼1.00jj 0.58jj <.005jj,
∗∗∗

<0.005jj,
∗∗∗

0.23jj

C3 <.005†,
∗∗∗

∼1.00† <0.005†,
∗∗∗

<.005†,
∗∗∗

<0.05†,
∗

<0.005†,
∗∗∗

∼1.00‡ ∼1.00‡ ∼1.00‡ <.05‡,
∗

0.74‡ 0.76‡

<.005x,
∗∗∗

0.79x <0.005x,
∗∗∗

<.005x,
∗∗∗

<0.005x,
∗∗∗

<0.005x,
∗∗∗

<.005jj,
∗∗∗

∼1.00jj <0.005jj,
∗∗∗

<.005jj,
∗∗∗

0.12jj <0.005jj,
∗∗∗

C4 <.05†,
∗

<0.005†,
∗∗∗

0.73† <.005†,
∗∗∗

∼1.00† ∼1.00†

<.05‡,
∗

0.19‡ 0.63‡ <.005‡,
∗∗∗

∼1.00‡ ∼1.00‡

.21x 0.21x 0.33x ∼1.00jj 0.57x 0.76x

.96jj <0.005jj,
∗∗∗

∼1.00jj <.005jj,
∗∗∗

∼1.00jj ∼1.00jj

O1 <.005†,
∗∗∗

0.50† 0.15† <.005†,
∗∗∗

<0.005†,
∗∗∗

0.03†,
∗

<.005‡,
∗∗∗

∼1.00‡ 0.44‡ <.005‡,
∗∗∗

<0.005‡,
∗∗∗

0.09‡

<.01x,
∗∗

0.17x ∼1.00x .18x <0.005x,
∗∗∗

∼1.00x

<.005jj,
∗∗∗

0.79jj 0.04jj,
∗

<.005jj,
∗∗∗

0.35jj <0.01jj,
∗∗

O2 <.005jj,
∗∗∗

0.02†,
∗

<0.005†,
∗∗∗

<.005†,
∗∗∗

<0.005†,
∗∗∗

<0.005†,
∗∗∗

.85‡ 0.10‡ ∼1.00‡ .07‡ <0.005‡,
∗∗∗

0.23‡

<.005x,
∗∗∗

<0.01x,
∗∗

<0.005x,
∗∗∗

<.005x,
∗∗∗

0.12x <0.005x,
∗∗∗

<.005jj,
∗∗∗

∼1.00jj <0.005jj,
∗∗∗

<.005jj,
∗∗∗

<0.005jj,
∗∗∗

<0.005jj,
∗∗∗

All features are tested before entering the classifiers. For each feature, the variation of between-groups analysis is performed with 1-way analysis of variance analysis following the post-hoc 2-sample t test is
performed as well. The outcome of statistics is presented with corrected P value after multiple comparisons.
ce= closed-eyes, EEG=electroencephalography, F= frequency of main peak, J= junior group, M=mean power, N=novice group, oe= open-eyes, P=power of main peak, S= senior group.
∗
P< .05.

∗∗
P< .01.

∗∗∗
P< .005.

† H0: S=J=N.
‡ H0: S=J.
x H0: S=N.
jj H0: J=N.
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scaling (normalizing scaling between 1 and 10 in this study), the
accuracy rate is rised to 100% among groups. The reason may be
that a proper normalization makes distribution of variables more
analyzable and expands the dynamic range of analysis according
to the statistics. In the kernel function of SVM, the formula of
RBF reflects that the parameter g is similar to the term of 1/(2s2)
in a Gaussian distribution. Therefore, when g is set at 2–4 which is
decided from the best optimization of C and g in Table-S1, http://
links.lww.com/MD/B644, the value of s is about 3. When the
data are normalized in N10, the distribution of the data will cover
the range of±2s in which the data provide enough dynamics for
the system to distinguish groups within 95% confidence interval.
On the contrary, when data are normalized in N1, the dynamics
will narrow down to the range of±0.2s and this severely
decreases the accuracy of classification. The same drawback is
commonplace in other kernel functions in the SVMmethod.[33] It
is noted that the choice of kernel function depends on the type of
data. Therefore, using SVM might need more trials in a different
data format.
Although ANN reveals a minimum effect with scaling, the

error of local minimum cannot be avoided. To compensate this
shortness, changing of ANN structure and adjustment of data
scaling are possible approaches to solve the current problem. A
multiple-layer hidden might provide a possibility of jumping out
of a local minimum through a calculation of “exclusiveOR” gate.
However, multi-layer ANN cannot root out this shortness.[34] All
9

in all, this confusing problem is essentially embedded in the ANN
method.[35] Fortunately, ANN has a stable performance after
repeated calculations, regardless of data type or scaling among
variables. In this study, the adjustment of data scaling does not
affect the performance of ANN in different scaling from the
results in Figure 4A and the local minimum problem has nothing
to do with combinations of wsize and sint as shown in Table 2.
The frequency of the misclassification caused by the local
minimum problem only occurs 2 to 3 times in 100 runs and only
affects 1% to 2% of the accuracy rate.
Besides, to achieve rapid analysis, 2 adjustable factors, wsize

and sint, affect the capacity of meditation signal and rapidity of
analysis. Ideally, shorter wsize and longer sint are generally used
to meet the need of immediate analysis. When the wsize is
extended, the characteristic of meditation, calmness of mind,
would be extracted from alpha responses. Therefore, the
accuracy rate of the classifiers is improved by the extensive
wsize, but the load of calculation is time-consuming. However,
the sint directly influences the size of data pools. Indeed, longer
sint provides acceleration of the calculation process, but it might
erroneously miss the significant information during meditation.
On the contrary, shorter sin covers whole details as meditation
proceeds, but it might considerably increase the load of
calculation. Hence, a trade-off between immediate analysis
and capacity of meditation trait is commonly considered in the
EEG signal processing.

http://links.lww.com/MD/B644
http://links.lww.com/MD/B644
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Figure 6. The evaluation of system stability. The histogram of accuracy rate in 100 runs is presented for artificial neural network (ANN) (in the left column) and
support vector machine (SVM) (in the right column) for 3 meditation groups (S in black, J in gray, and N in white) in different scaling situations. All results are
demonstrated while the data are acquired at the combination of 1.5-minute wsize and 2-second sint and are scaled in different normalized levels at N10 (A and B in
the first row), N1 (C and D in the second row), and raw (E and F in the last row). X-axis denotes that the accuracy level of group prediction for each run and y-axis
means the runs located at the same level of accuracy.
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According to the psychological and physiological effect of
meditation trait,[11] identifying meditation experience is the main
concern.[36–38] The classifier built with a proper size is more
suitable to justify the meditation experience. Besides taking the
wsize into account to decide the meditative state rapidly, precise
sint is helpful to assure the quality of estimation.[1,3–5,7,8]

Therefore, a wsize about 1.5minutes and sint about 2seconds
leads to practically acceptable reasoning for instant analysis in
our observation.
Currently, the mechanism of how and where the meditative

practice may alter the mind state and induce a lasting effect in
brain is still an open question. However, as mentioned in the
“Introduction,” meditation traditions have become a current
popular trend of improving psychological and physiological
health.[11] More and more studies illustrate the benefits of
meditation increase as the year of meditation experience
grows.[5,6,9,10] Experienced meditators are able to release stress
Table 4

The confusion matrix of group classification for ANN method.

Confusion matrix (%)

Ŝ Ĵ �N
S 98.98 0.57 0.45
J 0.32 99.35 0.33
N 0.77 0.40 98.83

This table is presented for artificial neural network in 100 runs as the analyzed data are acquired for
the combination of wsize at 1.5 minutes and sint at 2 seconds. Here, S, J, and N represent the
expected group labels, and Ŝ, Ĵ, and �Nrefer to predicted group labels. Ĵ= junior experienced group
in prediction, �N=novice group in prediction, Ŝ= senior experienced group in prediction, J= junior
group, N=novice group, S= senior group.
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and improve emotional stability in mental health, and relieve
autonomic nervous system stress.[7] Similarly, some researches
focus on the comparison between ≥2 groups of meditators;
however, the class identification of the meditation experience
traditionally depends on the oral response of participant’s self-
announcement.[1,9] Of course, the findings from the physiological
EEG detection and a systemized classifier support the fact
that mental health is highly related to the depth of
meditation.[4,5,7,8,10–13,15] Nevertheless, a solution has not been
inferred that how many meditative-associated characters or
which styles of meditative practice are enough to enhance the
differences between the levels of meditation effect.[39] Of the great
variety of meditation techniques, few techniques were focused on
categorizing the different meditation traditions.[40,41] Therefore,
signal processing of characteristics should be added to this field
of study for a better understanding about the characteristics
of meditation. Besides, further investigations are required to
represent the relationship between meditation practices and
neuroelectrophysiological changes.[39] In this study, although
ANN and SVM provide a sensitive technique to identify the
meditation experience in presenting meditators, other types of
meditation practice (compassion meditation for example)[42] still
challenge the performance of the classifier. For example, variant
physiological responses are induced by different meditation
practice types, so it is not guaranteed that ANN and SVM can
work well in other cases.
In summary, this study made the first effort to utilize artificial-

based classifiers, ANN and SVM, in the analysis of meditation
experience. Several factors are still to be concerned. The first one
is the targeting signal of meditation, including the alpha spectrum
of EEG, alpha blocking effect, and other confounders. This might
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affect ANN’s performance by 5% to 10% because of local
minimum influence. The second is the scaling among variables
which may ruin SVM’s performance by 50% to 60%. The third
one is about the operating efficiency of the system decided by the
computation and accuracy of performance. Regarding to these
concerns, several meditation-associated features, including the
subarea of the channel and indices of the spectrum, are extracted
according to the changed alpha spectrum during the analysis
process. Given the considerations above, a prompt analysis
system for classifying meditation experience can be confirmed by
the combination of wsize-and-sint. These findings will attribute
to our future work, a systematic regression model integrating all
considerable factors, on quantitation of meditative profits.
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